New tracking technologies are allowing researchers to study wildlife movements at unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions. Researchers now routinely deploy tracking sensors on multiple individual animals simultaneously, offering new opportunities to study the spatial-temporal interactions (often termed dynamic interaction) in the movements of these animals. The objective of this paper is to examine the statistical properties of a suite of currently available methods aimed at measuring spatial-temporal interactions and the ability of each method to characterize and capture different patterns of spatial-temporal interaction encountered in practice. Specifically, this paper examines issues relating to the spatial arrangement of interactions across a study area, temporal patterns in interactions over a tracking period, and the effectiveness of different statistical testing procedures used to identify significant spatial-temporal interaction. Simulations using biased correlated random walks are used to emulate different patterns of spatial-temporal interaction encountered in empirical data. The results demonstrate the challenges of statistical testing of interaction patterns with several methods having high rates of type I and/or type II error. More problematic is that, in practice, spatial-temporal interactions exhibit underlying spatial and/or temporal patterns, for example with key watering holes revisited daily, which can cause problems for statistics that use permutation tests from the original data to test for significance. The need to consider statistical significance in the context of biological significance, which relates to quantifying the spatial locations and temporal patterns of interaction events and types of interactions, is emphasized. Methods that can be adapted to facilitate spatial and temporally 'local' analysis are advantageous with high resolution tracking data currently being collected. An R package -wildlifeDI -provides the computational tools for performing the analysis described herein and is made openly available to other researchers.
Introduction
In their seminal work, MacDonald et al. 1 defined spatial-temporal interaction (synonymously termed dynamic interaction) simply as 'the way in which movements of two animals are related'. Doncaster 2 similarly defined spatial-temporal interaction as 'dependency in the movements of two individuals'. The presence of spatial-temporal interaction may or may not be directly related to the tendency of the two individuals to encounter one another 1 . Spatial-temporal interaction is thus a unifying term for many different movement processes relating to interdependent movement in multiple individuals. The breadth of the term spatial-temporal interaction has challenged wildlife researchers working in this area because what constitutes spatial-temporal interaction in one species or application may be completely different from another.
The broad definition of spatial-temporal interaction originating from MacDonald et al. 1 represents a starting point for more focused analysis of different patterns of spatial-temporal interaction associated with different movement processes. For example, Doncaster 2 suggests that the ability of the individuals to retain a certain level of separation suggests positive interaction, while the opposite may indicate negative interaction. Further, positive spatial-temporal interaction may represent a bond of attraction, while negative may represent mutual repulsion, especially at low levels of separation 2, 3 . Minta 4 proposes that spatial-temporal interaction relates to simultaneous use of the shared-area between two individual home ranges. While Long and Nelson 5 suggest that spatial-temporal interaction relates to coordinated movement speed and heading. In practice, researchers may state specifically which aspect of spatial-temporal interaction is of interest, for example the mutual attraction between males and females 6 , but typically this is not the case, and many studies simply refer broadly that of interest is spatial-temporal interaction. Further, confounding researchers studying spatial-temporal interactions is that a range of terms have been used to represent similar or different concepts relating to spatial-temporal interaction. For example the term 'association' has been used to refer to when animals move with coordinated movement directions and animals that encounter one-another in space 7, 8 .
The fact that spatial-temporal interaction is such a broad term and that typically of interest is only one specific aspect of spatial-temporal interaction has led to confusion in the literature on what exactly constitutes spatialtemporal interaction, and moreover how exactly should it be quantified. To date, a suite of methods exist for quantifying spatial-temporal interaction 9 however there is no literature outlining how each method relates to different interaction processes and in what scenario a given method should be employed. Long et al. 9 demonstrated that results from current methods are dependent on the temporal resolution of tracking data, and thus the data must be considered in combination with the chosen method. Many of the available methods were in fact developed in the 1990's [2] [3] [4] 10 prior to the advent of high-resolution tracking systems (i.e., those employing GPS); which has posed further challenges for wildlife researchers wishing to compare past studies with more recent higher-resolution tracking data obtained from modern GPS collars. Further, there has been a divergence in ideas between methods that employ formal statistical tests and those that focus on more descriptive analysis. Methods employing formal statistical tests have been challenged based on what constitutes an ecologically meaningful null hypothesis or appropriate baseline upon which to test against [11] [12] [13] . Alternatively, methods lacking a formal statistical testing procedure may be thought to lack the scientific rigour required to answer specific ecological hypotheses.
The objective of this paper is study how different observable movement patterns are characterised by different measures of spatial-temporal interaction. The context of the analysis is specific to studies employing modern remote tracking data rather than studies using observational (or other) methods. Next, how well each currently available method is able to characterize different spatial-temporal interaction patterns is explored, specifically in the context of space, time, and statistical significance. Biased correlated random walks (BCRW) are used for generating synthetic testing data upon which current methods are compared with different underlying patterns of spatial-temporal interaction. Results from a simulation study are used to provide guidelines as to which methods are suited for studying different movement scenarios associated with different types of spatial-temporal interaction.
Background
Ecological processes that lead to spatial-temporal interactions are ranging and diverse. Two broad categories of ecological processes can be related to spatial-temporal interaction: behavioural processes and landscape processes. Building from the movement ecology paradigm from Nathan et al. 14 , landscape processes represent external environmental factors influencing movement. For example, the environmental heterogeneity (e.g., water availability) can promote spatial-temporal interactions 15 . On the other hand, behavioural processes may depend on both internal and external factors. For example, mating seasons are initiated through internal biological signals, which then motivate movement aimed at seeking a partner 16 . Ecological processes cannot be observed directly using remote tracking data, rather what is observed are movement patterns.
Spatial-temporal interactions can be observed as different spatial-temporal patterns of movement -movement patterns. Here five predominant types of movement patterns relating to spatial-temporal interaction are identified, building from the present movement ecology literature ( Table 1 ). The fundamental movement pattern associated with spatial-temporal interaction is proximity, which occurs when two individuals encounter one another, often termed a contact. Attraction (and the opposite avoidance) represents the time derivative of proximity, specifically movement towards or away from another individual. However in practice the terms attraction and proximity have often been used interchangeably. Coordination represents a second independent movement pattern relating to spatial-temporal interaction. Coordination involves using the temporal sequencing of tracking data in order to model co-occurring movements with similar velocities and headings. Coordination may be considered alongside or independently from proximity in order to understand different aspects of coordinated motion 17 . Leadership (and following) represents an important special case of coordinated movement 18 . Finally, grouping (or herding) represents the extension of proximity (and often coordinated) movement patterns to k > 2 individuals. With different scenarios (e.g., species, age status, time-of-year, habitat) different spatial and temporal patterns in spatial-temporal interaction would be expected. For example, the pattern of spatial-temporal interaction between male and female white-tailed deer will depend on whether or not it is during rut 16 .
Methods
Wildilfe tracking data represents a spatial time series; that is a time-series of the spatial locations of the individual being tracked. Tracking data is then stored as a collection of tuples, where each data point contains the information <ID, X, Y, T>, where ID is the individual identifier, X and Y are spatial coordinates (often stored as latitude and longitude) and T is a time-stamp. In the context of analysing spatial-temporal interactions, the nomenclature set-out by 9 is used. 
Spatial-temporal interaction indices
We wish to compare the suite of currently available indices of spatial-temporal interaction, in terms of their ability to identify and different types of interaction, and issues that arise with respect to space, time, and statistical testing. The different methods employed, and how they can be interpreted is shown in Table 3 . Prox is a simple measure of the proportion of all fixes that are proximal (i.e., ST αβ ) and is used to examine the presence of proximal movement 19 . The Doncaster method 2 , which is analogous to the Knox test for spatial-temporal interaction 20 , represents a significant test for proximal (ST αβ ) behaviour. The Cs index 3 measures the observed separation distances of T αβ fixes against expectations derived from the permutations of all fixes, and is analogous to Jacobs Index 21 for spatial-temporal interaction. The Lixn statistic 4 measures counts of T αβ fixes in the home range overlap zone against expectations based on the size of each individual home range and the overlap zone. The DI index 5 measures coordination in the displacement and heading of T αβ movement segments, where a segment is defined as the straight-line connecting consecutive fixes. Finally, the Iab statistic 13 computes the Bhattacharya coefficient between the 'potential influence domain' of each T αβ fix, where the potential influence domain is modelled as a circular bivariate Gaussian probability density function with σ = d c /2. Statistical tests for both the DI and Iab statistic follow the ordered permutation system outlined by Benhamou et al. 13 . The calculation of each index is supported through the R package wildlifeDI. For a more detailed description of the calculation of each, see the selected reference, or the review by Long et al. 9 . 
Spatial-Temporal Interaction Scenarios
Four different scenarios leading to spatial-temporal interaction were used to demonstrate issues commonly encountered in spatial-temporal interaction analysis ( Table 4 ). The first scenario considers when two animals move independently of one another with nearby and overlapping home ranges. In this situation we would expect no spatial pattern or temporal pattern of spatial-temporal interaction, nor would we expect to find evidence of significant spatial-temporal interaction. The second scenario involves the situation where two individuals may be members of the same group or engage in periodic social activity. In the second scenario we would expect to see spatial and temporal clusters associated with bouts of social activity, and evidence of significant spatial-temporal interaction. The third scenario involves when two individuals share a resource near overlapping home ranges. In this scenario we would expect to see interaction clustered around the shared resource, but those that may be randomly dispersed over time. Again, we would expect to see some evidence of significant spatial-temporal interaction. Finally, the fourth scenario represents when we have two individuals engaged in mating behaviour which results in spatialtemporal interaction for a consistent extended period. In the fourth scenario, we would expect to see the spatialtemporal interaction clustered in space and time (e.g., associated with the mating location and period). Again, we would expect to see evidence of significant spatial-temporal interaction here. 
Simulating Spatial-temporal Interaction
BCRW 22 were used to generate synthetic data where two individuals emulate the movement scenarios from Table 4 . In the first scenario, territoriality, each individual moves according to a BCRW, with the biases directed to two disjoint home range centers. The home range centers were chosen so as to emulate territorial behaviour where home range overlap occurs. In the second scenario, social structure, the two individuals move with a BCRW towards a group centroid, which is an independent CRW. In this scenario, individuals randomly switch in and out of social (i.e., biased) phases to mimic real behaviour. In the third scenario, shared resource use, two independent biased random walks are set-up to disjoint home range centroids (as in scenario 1). Individuals randomly switch into and out of resource-driven phases where the bias changes to a shared resource location in between the two home range centers. In scenario 4, the movement of the second individual is biased to that of the first during a prolonged mating period randomly occurring during the motion, otherwise the two individuals move independently.
Each scenario was simulated 100 times to generate a testing dataset upon which to evaluate the six different measures of spatial-temporal interaction. Each measure of spatial-temporal interaction was computed using the associated statistical testing procedures (with the exception of Prox, where we simply identified the value). In all scenarios, a distance threshold of d c = h was used, where h is the input step-length scaling parameter of the BCRW. A critical level of 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance in all cases. It is expected that identify significant spatial-temporal interaction will occur in the scenarios comprising of social structure, shared resource use, and mating, and no significant spatial-temporal interaction in the territoriality scenario.
In the three scenarios where significant spatial-temporal interaction is expected (i.e., social structure, shared resource use, mating), the level of spatial and temporal clustering of ST αβ fixes was evaluated to quantify spatial and temporal patterns of interaction. Ripley's K function 23 was used to test for spatial clustering in ST αβ fixes. The K function tests if the observed spatial pattern of points deviates significantly from a random spatial pattern. To evaluate temporal clustering a mean nearest-neighbour statistic was used. In this case the nearest neighbour statistic is the time between each ST αβ fix and the nearest ST αβ fix in time. The mean of the nearest neighbour times is then tested against a random temporal pattern. Both the spatial and temporal clustering tests require a permutation scheme in which 99 permutations were used. The Ripley's K and nearest neighbour tests for spatial and temporal clustering were applied to each simulated dyad for each scenario. Expected outcomes for each scenario should follow that from Table 4 .
Preliminary Results
The proportion of time within each scenario where the two individuals were interactive represents a useful indicator of the expectation of spatial-temporal interaction. Note for the territoriality scenario, there were no biased phases, and thus no expectation of spatial-temporal interaction (Figure 1a) . We can see that in general, the mating scenario had the highest rate of time in the interactive phase. The first piece of analysis looks at the proportion of proximal fixes within each scenario. Prox results can be used to infer the contact rates within each simulated scenario (Figure 1b) . From the Prox results we can see surprisingly that there were approximately equal number of proximal fixes in the territoriality scenario and the social structure scenario, with the shared resource and mating scenarios exhibiting higher Prox values. Preliminary results show the variation in ability of different methods for detecting spatial-temporal interaction under different scenarios ( Table 5 ). The Lixn method had the highest rate of false positives, identifying 10/100 of the Territoriality scenario as having significant interaction, while DI had 5. The Lixn method identified only 68/100 of the social structure scenarios as having significant spatial-temporal interaction, while DI returned 80/100. In the shared resource scenario Lixn performed best, identifying 94/100 of the scenarios as having significant spatialtemporal interaction, Cs identified 26/100 as having significant, while the other methods each only identified 2 scenarios. In the mating scenario, Lixn had the lowest success rate, identifying only 79/100, while the other methods had similarly high values. Don  1  100  2  100  Lixn  10  68  94  79  Cs  1  95  26  100  DI  5  80  2  94  Iab  2  100  2  100 Within each type of scenario different patterns of spatial and temporal clustering were expected (Table 4) . Spatial clustering was expected in all scenarios, except for territoriality, while temporal clustering was expected only in the social structure and mating scenarios. The preliminary results suggest that spatial clustering of contacts (i.e., proximal fixes based on d c ) was present in every simulation (i.e., 100/100). Temporal clustering of contacts however was observed in no cases for both the territoriality and shared resource scenarios, while 80/100 and 76/100 simulations in the social structure and mating scenarios, respectively.
Discussion
As with previous studies 9, 12 variation in the performance of different measures of spatial-temporal interaction was observed. The simulations highlight the challenges of reliably identifying significant spatial-temporal interaction, as results depend on the process generating spatial-temporal interaction and the method chosen to evaluate it. Spatial patterns (i.e., clustering) of spatial-temporal interaction were present in all simulations, even when spatial-temporal interaction was spurious and/or random (i.e., in the territoriality scenario), which suggests that measures for mapping where spatial-temporal interaction is occurring are incredibly relevant. Temporal clustering was present in some scenarios, and further analysis should investigate the influence of temporal clustering on the presence of Type I or Type II error in different methods.
Issues of space
To date, few methods have explored mapping spatial-temporal interaction 5, 24 . Even the simplest point mapping techniques, as employed here as the locations of ST αβ fixes (i.e., contacts), facilitate new avenues for studying patterns of spatial-temporal interactions (e.g., through spatial cluster analysis and related methods). One of the most challenging lingering issues in analysing wildlife tracking data is linking observed measures/statistical tests to biologically meaningful behaviours. Spatially explicit analysis of interactive behaviour provides insight into where on the landscape interactions occur. The location of interactive behaviour is important as it can be related to underlying landscape features, which typically relate to biologically meaningful processes, such as searching for limiting resources. Methods capable of relaying explicit spatial location information of interactive behaviour 5, 25 are essential moving forward in order to map spatial-temporal interactions at a finer spatial granularity and link to available remote sensing data.
Issues of time
Similar to issues of space, few methods have examined temporal trends in spatial-temporal interaction. However, new research has begun to use time-series of spatial-temporal interaction parameters such as DI 5 and Prox 26 in order to investigate the timing of interactions. As proposed here, new methods for examining the temporal pattern of interactive behaviour (e.g., clustered vs random in time) may provide useful information for understanding the nature of interactive behaviour occurring in real wildlife systems. For example, temporal patterns of interaction are often directly relatable to seasonal movement behaviours like mating. Linking spatially-and temporally-explicit measures of interaction to dynamic landscape variables (e.g., weather) may provide further insight on the factors influencing spatial-temporal interactions.
Issues of Statistical Significance
In wildlife movement ecology there has been growing debate over the value of more formal statistical testing versus more exploratory analysis, specifically how to reconcile the differences between statistical and biological significance 27 . At the forefront of this debate has been the fact that tracking data, especially high resolution GPS data from modern collars, typically violate underlying assumptions of independence associated with statistical procedures. Due to the serially correlated structure, statistical methods employed in analysis of spatial-temporal interactions are susceptible to both Type I and Type II error, the effects of which change with the resolution of the tracking data. The statistical testing procedure outlined by Benhamou et al. 13 and employed here for the DI and Iab statistics uses a wrapping permutation method to maintain the serially correlated structure inherent in the tracking data. Others have explored the use of independent CRWs to generate null distributions for measuring spatialtemporal interaction 11, 12 . However, when the underlying movement process leads to spatial-temporal interactions that are infrequent or random, statistical testing may miss out on uncovering important interaction behaviour. Such infrequent or random interactions are especially important in the transmission of disease. Similarly, all of these tests are both spatially and temporally global, and thus fail to characterize spatial-and temporal-dynamics in interactive behaviour.
Conclusions
The analysis of wildlife movement patterns has increased rapidly with the development of more sophisticated technology for collecting tracking data. Research into spatial-temporal interactions between two (or more) individuals is still only in its infancy. The preliminary results from the simulation study presented here suggest that different measures of spatial-temporal interaction are more appropriate with different movement patterns, an outcome that is not surprising but one that has not previously been tested. Further, it appears that underlying spatial and temporal patterns of interactive behaviour are not easily identified by the current suite of methods. New techniques employing a spatial and/or temporally-local approach are warranted to uncover heterogeneity in interactive behaviour. Finally, statistical testing is difficult due to the problem of generating appropriate null hypotheses. In this case, statistical tests are confounded by the inherent serially correlated structure of movement data. Rare and random bouts of interaction can often be missed when focus is placed on statistical outcomes. Further comparisons of the methods described within are warranted and will be facilitated by the R package wildlifeDI, available freely and openly to other users wishing to study spatial-temporal interactions with their own datasets.
